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TwoNav Delta offers you a huge variety of tools to make each of your 
outdoor activities unique.

 - 4,3” sunlight viewable screen with an impressive resolution of 240x400
 - Robust and extremely resistant product which includes the IP57 certification
 - Topographic, satellite pictures, scanned maps, TomTom ® Urban maps, Navionics Gold ® maps…

TwoNav Delta brings you an infinite variety of features, suitable for mountains, roads, and even for the 
sea! With its big touchscreen, and the possibility to use both urban and topographic maps, this robust 
GPS is clearly designed for Moto, Quad and 4x4 fans.

TwoNav Delta is a robust and extremely resistant product which includes the IP57 certification (water-
proof and dust certification). The touch screen combined with an intuitive software will ensure a highly 
reliable and secure guidance.

“This is not a simple positioning GPS device, it is a great tool which can work with maps and files of all 
kinds of formats. This is something very important and quite difficult to find nowadays. In addition, you can 
work with data from Land (PC software), once you have finished to create or edit your track, you only need 
to transfer the information to TwoNav GPS. This device has been designed for outdoor use, so it can resist 
all kind of elements as well as bad weather. TwoNav Delta is being presented with a solid anchor bracket 
for your bike. You will have no problems to install it” says Jordi Arcarons, 16-time Rally Dakar participant. 
 
Designed for rugged outdoor use, made of marine aluminium and stainless steel, RAM ® is the ideal 
accessory for your Delta. Included in the box, you will find a base for handlebars as well as Delta’s arm, 
the perfect combination for your Moto, Quad or Boat.

Even Delta’s speakers are very powerful, you would get the possibility to connect Bluetooth headphones 
in order to get all the navigation indications more clearly.
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